Between 1625 and 1684, there was little white or black migration to the fully settled and densely populated colony. Three generations of Bermudians came to maturity in virtual isolation from England and Africa as the population increased from 1,600 in 1625 to 8,000 in 1679, making it one of the two most densely populated colonies in English America. Natural increase and a small trickle of around 300 blacks and Indians, mostly from the Caribbean, over the ensuing fifty years swelled the colony's enslaved population. By the late 1660s, colonial officials complained that there were more slaves than could profitably be employed. In 1676, Bermuda governor Sir John Heydon banned the future importation of black and Indian slaves at a time when colonies elsewhere were clamoring for a greater supply. Heydon also exiled the island's tiny free black, mulatto, and Indian population by ordering them to leave the island within six months or be re-enslaved. This order, irregularly invoked into the nineteenth century, sought to conflate race with legal status by eliminating free nonwhites and succeeded in keeping Bermuda's free black population small until the eve of abolition in 1834. Despite the deportation and the import ban, the island's black population continued to grow, reaching 1,737 in 1684 to compose a little under a quarter of Bermuda's inhabitants. By the late seventeenth century, Bermuda's slave population was made up almost entirely of island-born creoles, the children and grandchildren of the 1616-1619 arrivals who were owned in small numbers and integrated into the majority of white households. 7 
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Like its population, Bermuda's economy also grew more diverse over the seventeenth century. White and black Bermudians cultivated tobacco exclusively until the late 1620s, when a depression in price prompted islanders to diversify into raising livestock and growing provisions for export to other English colonies. During the English Civil War and Commonwealth periods, the company's Puritan leadership was too distracted by events in England to curtail Bermuda's modest intercolonial trade, but after the Restoration it aggressively reasserted its authority over the colony in order to revive the exclusive cultivation of tobacco, which by then yielded little profit to Bermuda's planters but earned the company a steady revenue through duties. To that end, the company demanded that Bermuda planters restore tobacco acreage to pre-1633 levels, confined the island's trade to vessels licensed by it, and banned shipbuilding in order to stop Bermudians from directly marketing their produce abroad. The disgruntled colonists joined forces with Perient Trott, a London merchant and renegade company member, to launch a legal attack on the company's charter. In what turned out to be the opening salvo of Charles II's judicial battle to rein in England's American colonies, Bermudians ultimately succeeded in dissolving the company after a five-year quo warranto trial. In 1684, the government of Bermuda reverted to the crown. 8 
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The dissolution of the Somer Island Company was a watershed in the history of the colony. Free from company trade restrictions, Bermudians abandoned tobacco agriculture and took to the sea in pursuit of commerce. Initially driven by the need to market island-grown produce in West Indian and North American colonies, Bermudian mariners quickly learned that carrying freight and speculative trading were far more profitable than producing trade goods. Shipbuilding, vital for expanding and maintaining the island's merchant fleet, demanded timber and prompted Bermudians to reforest their tobacco fields and search abroad for iron, canvas, wood, and other necessary materials. Once entrenched, shipbuilding and shipping resulted in a selfperpetuating, interdependent system in which shipping imports fed shipyards that, in turn, produced the vessels needed for the carrying trade. Bermuda's maritime economy wedded her people to sustained intercourse with a wider Atlantic world and dispelled the relative isolation characteristic of the island's company-period history. 9 The economic shift from field to sea was no less than a "maritime revolution" that fundamentally transformed the island's society and landscape. From 1685 to 1700, Bermuda's annual tobacco exports fell from more than half a million pounds to fewer than ten thousand. In the same period, the island's merchant fleet rose from a handful to more than seventy vessels. Taking advantage of their island's advantageous location, Bermuda's first generation of mariners profited from connecting emerging regional economies in North America with the wealthy sugar-producing islands of the Caribbean. Freighting cargoes for other colonial merchants and buying goods on speculation enabled Bermuda to prosper far more than the older tobacco economy had allowed, and the island's extensive tramp trade made Bermudians among the bestinformed denizens of the North Atlantic. Bermudians also found opportunity at the unsettled margins of empire, cutting logwood at the Bay of Honduras and raking salt in the Turks Islands, Tortola, and Saltortuga. Harvesting salt figured heavily in Bermuda's economic success, for in an age without refrigeration, salting was the chief means of preserving meat and fish. The high seasonal demand for salt at autumn slaughter time in the southern colonies annually netted Bermudians considerable capital, which they invested and supplemented with freight and trade profits during the rest of the year. Other maritime pursuits-wrecking, whaling, and privateeringbrought a few lucky mariners overnight fortunes, but salt raking and the carrying trade were the mainstays of Bermuda's maritime economy in the century before the American Revolution. Less than a generation after the fall of the Somer Island Company, Bermudians succeeded in departing radically from the predominantly commodities-based economies typical of England's other colonies and forged a new one based on manufacturing ships and rendering commercial services. The maritime revolution transformed Bermuda into a cosmopolitan cultural crossroads, a product of the island's extensive integration into intercolonial and international exchange networks. 10 
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The Bermudian fleet that enabled this Atlantic-wide commercial expansion was chiefly composed of the internationally renowned Bermuda sloop (see Figure II) , supplemented by a lesser number of brigantines and schooners. On the eve of the maritime transition in 1680 , Bermuda owned only fourteen vessels. Seven years later this number had grown to forty-two, and by 1700 , the island's fleet included sixty sloops, six brigantines, and four ships. In 1716 , all ninety-two Bermuda-registered vessels were sloops, and by 1750 the size of the fleet had grown and diversified to 115 vessels: eighty-one sloops, fourteen schooners, eighteen brigantines, and two others. The speed of the Bermuda sloop made it a highly sought-after carrier whose masters found ready customers in ports abroad, especially during wartime. The flexibility of the rig allowed it to sail in wind conditions that kept square-riggers at anchor, and the shallow draft of the typical Bermudian hull could navigate over sandbars that stopped larger vessels and up rivers to reach markets deep in the North American interior. The durable, native Bermuda cedar from which the sloops were built was highly resistant to rot and marine borers, giving Bermudian vessels a lifespan of twenty years and more even in the worm-infested waters of the Chesapeake and the Caribbean. The Bermuda sloop, in short, was wonderfully adapted to overcoming many of the physical and geographic obstacles in America's intercolonial trade, a factor that played no small part in the island's success.
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Growing fleets require greater numbers of mariners to man them. One consequence of the maritime revolution was that slave labor shifted from performing diverse agricultural tasks to skilled artisanal crafts. A few male slaves had fished, hunted whales, and salvaged wrecks in local waters during the company period, and these early maritime slaves were among the first recruited by Bermudian masters embarking on intercolonial trade.
12 Other male slaves, particularly boys, learned seamanship when their owners eschewed planting and took to the sea. A third group became sawyers, joiners, caulkers, blacksmiths, and shipwrights and formed the backbone of the colony's shipbuilding labor force. As more and more slaves were integrated into the maritime economy, the shipping fleet swelled and the island prospered from its increased trade. From a white perspective, the shift enabled white masters who went to sea to use their previously underemployed male slaves more productively, and as the economic base shifted from the limited productivity of land to the open-ended potential of commerce, the labor of black Bermudians became more vital to the success of the colonial economy.
13
Figure II: A Bermuda sloop coming to anchor, viewed from the port side, circa 1750. Note the sharply raked mast, raised stem, and extreme length of the bowsprit and boom of this twelve-gun sloop, probably a privateer. French engraving, courtesy of the Bermuda Historical Society and Bermuda Archives.
The integration of slaves into the maritime labor force was gradual, however, for there were great risks involved in using slaves as sailors, not the least of which was the opportunity to run away in foreign ports. In 1700, Edward Randolph estimated that Bermuda's fleet was manned by 170 masters, 400 white sailors, and 100 black, mulatto, and Indian slaves, revealing that roughly one in five sailors was a slave and that roughly one in five adult male slaves was a deep-water sailor.
14 A detailed crew list kept between August 1708 and July 1709 bears this ratio out: of the 102 clearing vessels that list crews, sixty-three departed with one or more black sailors (62 percent). A total of ninety enslaved and two free black men were among a total workforce of 655 sailors and masters (roughly one in seven). More than half of the listed slaves belonged to owners, masters, or crew members of the ships on which they served. At least twenty-four slaves belonged to owners of vessels, while another twenty-seven accompanied their owners to sea and worked alongside them. Widows sent an additional nine slaves to sea to earn wages for their support. The remaining slaves were presumably hired by captains and shipowners from friends, neighbors, and relatives in the colony or, in the case of the two freedmen, through direct negotiation. The ratio of black to white sailors doubtless increased after July 1712, when the Bermuda Council limited the size of white crews but allowed "as many negroes or slaves as [masters] shall think fit" in order to keep a sufficient militia on the island to repel a feared French invasion. 15 The increasing importance of salt raking to the Bermudian commercial system further expanded the employment of slave sailors. In 1725, Governor John Hope explained to the Board of Trade that "all vessels clear out with a number of mariners sufficient to navigate the vessel anywhere [four to six for most sloops], but they generally take three to four slaves besides . . . [and] go agathering of salt at Turks Island, etc. When they then arrive, the white men are turn'd ashoar to rake salt . . . for 10 or 12 months on a stretch [while] the master with his vessel navigated by Negroes during that time goes a Marooning-fishing for turtles, diving upon wrecks, and sometimes trading with pyrates. If the vessel happens to be lucky upon any of these accounts, Curaçao, St. Eustatia, St. Thomas or the French Islands are the ports where they always are well received without any questions asked, and if a good price is offered, the vessel generally goes with the cargo. If not, they return and take in their white sailors with salt from the Turks Islands and under cover of their old clearings from hence they proceed to some of the Northern Plantations" to sell their cargo of salt. Although on paper the typical Bermuda sloop had a majority of white seamen, in reality it was often manned entirely by a slave crews under the command of only a single white master for most of the year while white sailors raked salt on remote Caribbean islands. Ironically, the vulnerability of the Turks Islands to French and Spanish invasion resulted in Bermuda's use of free white labor in the arduous drudgery of raking salt while slaves were increasingly attuned to skilled shipboard work. 16 
By the 1720s, the number of slaves regularly employed by Bermuda's merchant fleet had sharply risen, prompting a debate over the nationality of black and Indian slaves. The Navigation Acts mandated that at least three quarters of the crew of British vessels must be subjects of the crown. Bermudians considered their slaves as such and manned their vessels accordingly, in many cases with a black majority, but naval officers in other British ports viewed Bermuda's maritime employment of slaves in a different light and occasionally seized sloops for violating the British manning quota. The issue came before the Board of Trade in 1725 when Robert Dinwiddie, Bermuda's collector of customs, seized the sloop William for smuggling and for having a crew of one white and three black seamen. In the William's defense, Provost Marshal George Tucker protested that "it has been a long time customary . . . to clear out negroes as sailors" and offered their regular participation in the island's militia as service to the crown. Other Bermudian masters cited cases where they had cleared ports in Bristol and London with substantial black crews unmolested. The shipowning judges of Bermuda's Vice Admiralty Court understandably acquitted the vessel but Dinwiddie appealed to London for justice. Based largely on their military service, the Board of Trade deemed Bermudian slaves to be British subjects-at least as far as the Navigation Acts were concerned-and upheld the Bermuda court's 14 decision. 17 With official recognition of Bermudian slaves as British sailors, masters increased their use of slaves aboard ship with confidence. By the 1740s, blacks accounted for at least one quarter of the sailors on virtually every sloop. A 1743 Royal navy list of the racial makeup of vessels in Kingston Harbor reveals that at least half of the crews of the four Bermudian vessels in port were black and that Captain Joseph Bascome was the sole white man on his sloop Royal Ranger, manned by eight slaves. In 1770, Governor George Bruere claimed that many Bermuda sloops were navigated "by [a white] captain and mate and all the rest of the hands [are] Negroes." A census taken four years later lists 572 white and 481 black Bermudians away at sea manning the island's fleet of 200 vessels, but these figures do not include the number of seamen then on the island, nor do they take into account that many of the white "seamen" were actually in the Turks and Caicos Islands raking salt. On the eve of the American Revolution, slave sailors formed the backbone of Bermuda's merchant fleet. At least 45 percent of Bermuda's sailors were slaves, representing 38 percent or more of the adult male slave population. 18 
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The incorporation of black Bermudians into the maritime workforce was not merely a way to keep male slaves fully employed, for adapting slavery to shipboard work had important commercial ramifications. By 1700, most of Bermuda's male slaves labored as carpenters, joiners, caulkers, pilots, and mariners-skilled professions vital to the shipbuilding industry and to the operation of the merchant fleet. Many white Bermudian shipwrights and mariners employed their own slaves in building and sailing sloops, using slave labor in traditionally wage-based occupations to reduce both the cost of constructing vessels and the operating expenses of trading voyages. The work of slave sailors was assessed in monthly wages, but since the slaves were severely limited by their inability to strike or refuse service, their wages often were below those commanded by white sailors in the larger Atlantic free wage labor market but generally equal to those of white Bermudian seamen. As a rough index of profitability, in the 1730s the wages earned by a Bermudian slave sailor in less than three years could equal his market value in Bermuda, yielding a very high rate of return to his owner or a substantial savings when that owner was a ship's captain or vessel owner. 19 
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With a lower overhead cost for each voyage and a secure labor supply (vital for minimizing costly delays in outports), Bermudians were able to undercut the freight rates offered by competitors in the carrying trade (chiefly New England) and realize greater profits. 20 Cadwallader Colden, arguing for local protectionist duties in 1726, lamented to his fellow New Yorkers that "we all know that the Bermudians sail their vessels much cheaper than we do." Much to his satisfaction, Henry Laurens found the same true thirty-seven years later when a Bermudian freighted a shipment of his starch for a third less than the rate quoted by a Philadelphia captain. Bermudians were widely called "the Dutch of America" because their sloops were "the very best and swiftest sailing vessels, and get freighted readily at a better price than the vessels of any other country." 21 
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Slave sailors were also instrumental in the shadowy world of Bermudian smuggling with the French and Dutch West Indies. White captains regularly discharged their white crewmen before embarking on illicit commerce, counting on the fact that if they were apprehended, the testimony of their black sailors would be inadmissible in most colonial courts. Whether for diminished costs or as a shield against prosecution for illicit trade, the extensive use of slave sailors gave white Bermudian mariners an important edge in the highly competitive, often volatile Atlantic colonial carrying market and expanded the range of their trade beyond the legal bounds of the Navigation Acts. Cedar timbers and sloop rigs made Bermudian vessels superior carriers, but slave crews made them profitable.
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This edge was particularly advantageous in times of war, when the wages demanded by merchant seamen skyrocketed to reflect the increased risks they ran and the labor shortages caused by Royal navy impressment. In contrast, Bermuda's merchant marine benefited from a stable wage structure because slave sailors could not strike for higher pay. In 1770, Governor Bruere noted that "in time of war [Bermudians] are wealthy, their vessels, which sail remarkably fast, getting a preference everywhere for freight. . . . [When] other owners must give exorbitant wages to their seamen [,] the Bermudian owner, if he commands the vessel himself as many of them do, and is proprietor of four negro sailors," paid competitive wages only to his white mate. During wartime, Bermudians kept their fleet fully employed in the intercolonial carrying trade, enhancing their profits by charging freight rates higher than peacetime levels but still lower than those of their competitors while maintaining static operating expenses. Although there were inevitable captures, the veteran crews of most of Bermuda's weatherly sloops usually outsailed their enemies. Slave labor was thus an essential element in enabling Bermuda's merchant fleet to prosper and compete with her larger and materially richer colonial neighbors for more than a century. 23 
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By the middle of the eighteenth century, Bermuda's maritime economy depended heavily on the slaves who built and manned the island's fleet. How do we explain the creation and perpetuation of such a labor system in an Atlantic world where maritime labor was in short supply, desertion was relatively easy, and ready wages were offered with few questions asked by captains often short of hands? How did white and black Bermudians daily work together on the island's many sloops and how did such sustained interaction shape definitions of race, identity, and masculinity among Bermudian sailors on land and at sea? To what degree did enslaved sailors benefit from their own labor aboard the sloops on which they sailed? In short, what was the life of a Bermudian slave sailor like?
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Unlike most Atlantic world seamen, Bermuda's slave sailors generally knew well the men with whom they sailed. Social relationships already established on land were transferred intact aboard ship and heavily influenced crew interaction while underway. Bermuda's slave population was self-reproducing as early as the 1630s, and with virtually no influx of African newcomers, a tight-knit community of islandborn slaves extensively related by kinship ties emerged by 1700. The overwhelming majority of Bermuda's slaves did not know Africa firsthand and had never endured a Middle Passage. Instead, they were highly attuned to European ways, having grown up in households in a colony where the racial breakdown was more or less even.
Widespread but small-scale slave ownership and the large sizes of both black and white families produced a racially integrated colonial society in which constant daily interracial interaction was the norm. Black and white Bermudian boys grew up in the same households, fished and swam together throughout childhood, and in some instances even attended the same grammar schools. Although sustained proximity between white and black Bermudians by no means promoted notions of equality and most likely reinforced a hierarchy of race within Bermudian society, the pasts and personalities of all seafaring individuals were generally known in the small island community. When Bermudians went to sea for the first time in their early to midteens, the proximity of shipboard life and collective nature of maritime labor reinforced a preexisting high degree of personal familiarity among Bermudian crews. 24 Throughout the eighteenth century, the manning of Bermuda's sloops was mostly a community or family affair. The colony's fleet ranged in size from seventy to 120 sailing vessels that were small by transoceanic standards and required many small crews of four to twelve men each. White and black Bermudians who dwelled in the same households on land often went to sea together. The 1708-1709 ship list gives many examples of crews related by blood and common residence. The four-man crew of the sloop Anne, for instance, was composed of master Christopher Lusher, his son (a boy), his slave James, and Thomas Watson. The sloop Samuel's crew included master Daniel Gibbs, his three sons (John, Nathaniel, and Joseph) , and Davy, the slave of one of the vessel's owners. A father and two sets of brothers manned the sloop Woolidge: master William Sr., William Jr., Richard, and Jeremiah Leacraft and Stephen and Hugh Painter. Thomas Burch's Barbados-bound Advice carried Captain Josiah Forster and his slave Robin, Nathaniel Merritt and his slave Ben, and sailor Joseph Ward. Southampton widow Mary Keele sent her son John and her slave Tony aboard the sloop Joseph and Benjamin, bound for the Turks Islands. One would be hard-pressed to find a Bermudian sloop crew that did not share kinship, household, or neighborhood connections in the eighteenth century, since even before they took to sea, captains and crew were often closely acquainted in the densely populated colony. Bermuda's locally anchored, community-based white and black seafarers contrast starkly with the stereotypes of anonymous, rootless, and often oppressed and violent seamen described by Marcus Rediker and other maritime and labor historians. Recent studies that connect seamen with the landed communities from which they originated reveal close-knit seafaring communities like that of Bermuda, challenging us to see a plurality of regional maritime cultures and interlinking maritime labor markets within a larger Atlantic world. The Hobbesian world of oppressed Jack Tars serving in ocean-going factories existed alongside locally based, family-run coasting vessels operated along the lines of family farms, with a wide array of labor arrangements in between.
25
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Sailors' work varied greatly according to weather and season, for the wind and sea dictated whether the voyage would be easy, demanding, or in some cases fatal. The crews of the typical Bermuda sloop of forty registered tons were small (four to seven men), so tasks such as raising anchor, setting and striking sail, and standing watch were collective and therefore racially integrated. The small size of the sloops-about fifty feet long on deck, eighteen feet wide, and with a hold roughly eight feet in depth-meant that by necessity Bermudian crews slept and ate together.
26 Shared living quarters and work performed day in and day out while at sea doubtless influenced the relationship between free and unfree Bermudians and produced, for better or worse, greater degrees of personal familiarity and understanding. Unlike most overseers on plantations, white Bermudian slaveowners engaged in the same tasks as their slaves, enabling them to identify and discipline legitimate slackers through personal familiarity with the work but also giving them reasonable expectations of their slaves' capabilities. W. Jeffrey Bolster points out that experience and ability often at least temporarily undercut racial hierarchy, creating situations where veteran black sailors instructed and commanded novice white "boys" in shipboard tasks. Black and white sailors also shared a collective fate, for they jointly endured the tedium of long passages and fought against storms, shipwreck, or pirate attacks together.
27
But masters and slaves did not benefit equally from their lives at sea, nor was a slave's seafaring life easy. A black sailor suffered the same accidents, caught the same diseases, and perished in the same storms and shipwrecks as did his white counterparts, and he faced other limitations that white sailors did not. Legal and social barriers to promotion kept black sailors from being formally recognized (and paid) as mates and captains. Racist colonial laws and the Navigation Acts created an insurmountable institutional bar to command, since slaves' skin color prevented them from swearing the oaths required by law to enter and clear vessels in port. Many slaves probably served in the role of mate and perhaps even as master at sea because of their skills and ability, but in port they reverted to the status of common sailor. A similar double standard prevailed locally in the island, where black pilots, "educated to the business from childhood," navigated vessels through the island's treacherous reefs while their white owners who held the official posts of Pilots of the East and West Ends collected their fees.
28
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Black Bermudians, aware of their masters' considerable dependence on them, negotiated distinct social and economic advantages from their lives at sea. Owners customarily gave their slave sailors a portion of their wages, usually one-third, out of which they apparently had to purchase their own clothes. This money nonetheless gave slaves some freedom of dress and enabled them to accumulate wealth by pocketing any surplus. Enslaved seamen who served on privateers also traditionally received one-third to one-half of their prize money in recognition of the personal physical risks they ran.
29 Bermudian ship's captains further granted some enslaved mariners among their crews the privilege of conducting "private ventures"-smallscale speculative shipping that mirrored in microcosm the mercantile exchange of the sloop's voyage. By 1711, it was "a common practice among [slave sailors] . . . to carry abroad to other parts beyond the seas adventures of brass, pewter, platt, bongraces, capes, etc.," which the slaves sold or bartered in the ports they frequented to earn additional money. Olaudah Equiano, a slave sailor who spent a considerable time in the West Indies in the 1760s, related how in four trips made over the space of a single month of trading, he converted a half-bit glass tumbler (3d.) into merchandise worth a Spanish dollar (5s.)-a twentyfold profit. Four years of increasingly ambitious trading earned Equiano enough to purchase his freedom. The rum, lace, silk, jewelry, fancy dresses, and fine clothing seen at slave funerals, holidays, and balls in Bermuda were almost certainly the fruits of successful slave sailors' bargaining. Although black Bermudian mariners were not paid what their labor was truly worth, they were still empowered to earn money and thus reap material benefits from their work. 30 By the 1760s, some Bermudian slaves had become so adept at trading that they acted in an unofficial capacity as supercargoes who managed the purchase and sale of the vessel's cargo. Jean Hector de Crèvecoeur recalled that he had "seen several of these black [managers] at the tables of the rich Jamaican Planters, treated with all the consideration which their intelligence and faithfulness merit." Bermudian slave supercargoes, already conversant with European ways through their creole backgrounds, would also have had to be literate, numerate, capable of assessing market conditions in outlying ports, and perhaps bi-or multilingual, skills acquired only after years of schooling and voyaging throughout the Atlantic and Caribbean. Through private ventures, wages, and prize money, Bermudian slave sailors earned substantial sums of money for themselves and their masters. 
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Wages and liberty to trade were not simply the indulgences of benevolent masters, for underlying these privileges was the architecture of a psychological discipline every bit as binding as the physical coercion used in other colonies. The prime aim of Bermuda's white maritime masters was to create a captive labor force that would work for substandard rates. White seamen were generally family members who worked on the promise of eventually inheriting shares in a family-owned sloop or poorer whites driven by need and lack of viable local economic alternatives who still wished to remain in Bermuda rather than emigrate abroad. Slave sailors who could run away necessitated other means of binding, a mixture of rewards and threats to minimize desertion. Although undoubtedly employed, traditional controls such as potentially disabling physical punishment while at sea and constant surveillance in port were problematic to sustaining a stable maritime labor supply, so new forms of restraint were necessary. The wages and private ventures that captains allowed gave slave sailors a financial stake in the voyage's outcome and thus discouraged desertion, because to run was not only to lose one's hard-earned money, but also the opportunity of making more in the future. The 1674 law requiring free blacks to depart the island kept most seamen from purchasing their liberty, since it transformed freedom into exile from family and friends. Although black Bermudian mariners had the means to purchase themselves and perhaps their family members, few apparently chose the perilous path of starting life anew in another colony, where they would have faced the grim prospect of seeking work in a discriminatory society, competing with other local free blacks, and possibly risking being re-enslaved by unscrupulous sharpers. Freedom also entailed the loss of a white master's advocacy in legally defending a black sailor's claim to wages and profits from ventures. Equiano summed up the plight of many free blacks: "They live in constant alarm for their liberty, which is but nominal; and they are universally insulted and plundered without the possibility of redress . . . [since] no free negro's evidence will be admitted in courts of justice." 
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Rather than saving to purchase freedom, Bermudian slave sailors invested in creature comforts and thus directly converted their labor into improvements in their quality of life. With ready money and opportunities to shop selectively in a wide range of overseas markets, they purchased items for themselves and imported considerable quantities onto the island. Although the law banned slaves from owning real or personal property, masters "wink'd at" widespread transgressions that served their own interests in building a more stable slave system through incentives. Like most sailors, black Bermudians took pride in their appearance and spent money on personal adornments. Slave seaman Josiah Saunders, for instance, was described as "remarkably clean and neat in his dress" and wore a gold "ring-bob" in one of his ears. Because many slaves working in Bermuda were also paid wages, sailors would have found ready customers for their private ventures in the island's slave community and were thus conduits for the flow of material goods tailored to the tastes of black Bermudians. 33 Although eighteenth-century Bermudian slaves commonly lived in white households rather than in separate quarters, they frequently gathered by themselves to celebrate marriages, funerals, and holidays. 34 By 1711, so many slaves wore fine clothing and fancy dresses to their own balls and gatherings that the Bermuda assembly passed an ineffectual sumptuary law that forbade masters from allowing their slaves to "wear any silk, lace, ribbon, rings, bracelets, buckles, . . . nor other ornaments." These "merry meetings and midnight festivals" reflected a synthesis of European fashion and African and Native American traditions perhaps best exemplified by the costume, dance, and music of gombay dancers. Despite the reforming efforts of the Bermudian assembly, numerous clandestine public houses served rum and bibby (a liquor made from fermented palmetto sap) to black clientele, sites where slave sailors could cut loose after months at sea. 35 Goods and specie flowing in Bermuda's internal slave economy testify to the success of Bermudian slave sailors in obtaining creature comforts for themselves and for the slave community as a whole, while their celebrations and rituals reveal their ability to create and maintain cultural traditions independently expressed from that of the white families with whom they lived.
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Along with material consumption, family ties figured prominently in anchoring seafaring slaves to Bermudian ships and slavery in a variety of ways. Black Bermudians were reportedly "fond of domestic lives and form[ed] early connections," probably in their late teens or early twenties. Although no extant records document formal slave marriages, Bermuda's distinct white and black female majority combined with the economic opportunities inherent in seafaring to make slave sailors highly sought-after marriage partners. It is likely that captains favored older slaves with wives and children when selecting their crew, playing on a slave's masculine role as provider to wed him to the voyage. Stated or implicit threats to sell family members abroad may have been another tool to discourage desertion, effectively holding wives and children as hostages against their men's return. 37 Although for a later period, Bermuda's 1821 slave register reveals that the mean age of the 356 slave sailors listed was 31.1 years and that 55.9 percent of them were aged 30 or older. The presence of fifty-one Bermuda-born mulattoes in the register also raises the distinct possibility that some slaves were sailing with white fathers or half-brothers. 38 
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When hundreds of Bermudian slaves were reluctantly sold or sent to the American colonies during a period of commercial depression in the 1730s and 1740s, black Bermudian mariners became even more important to the island's slave community as links to loved ones overseas. 39 Their orally transmitted messages are forever lost to history, but a July 1741 letter penned by Joseph Hilton, a black Bermudian in New York, to a friend back home relating news of that city's slave conspiracy scare reveals that Bermudian sloops were also surreptitious postal carriers for literate slaves who used slave sailors as their messengers. 40 The black seaman, serving a vital role as importer of goods and as messenger for the island's slave community, might have additional bonds to those forged by his owner if community needs seemed to outweigh his own quest for freedom. White masters, black family members, the slave community as a whole, and the success of the Bermudian economy each depended in different ways on the steady service of Bermuda's seafaring slaves.
Enticed by rewards, entangled by responsibilities, and entrapped in a system that discriminated against free blacks, very few slave sailors deserted. After spending six years in Bermuda, Governor William Browne asserted in 1788 that "the number of [slave sailor] deserters for thirty years past does not exceed five a year on an average. That is the highest number any one supposes," although Browne cautioned that "few will admit there has been so many, considering the rambling trade of Bermuda and the frequent opportunities [slaves] have to deliver themselves up from bondage. This may seem incredible but I have no doubt of it." Of the tens of thousands of runaway slave advertisements in North American newspapers between 1730 and 1790 compiled by Lathan Windley, only twenty-eight advertisements mention Bermuda-born slaves. The twenty-four men and five women identified included eighteen sailors and three caulkers, most of whom were young men who may not have yet married and who arguably had weaker ties to the Bermudian slave community. Taking the Browne figure as high and the newspaper rate as low, a desertion rate of less than 1 percent emerges for the Bermuda merchant fleet, far lower than the 7 percent average rate for the Royal navy in the 1750s or an estimated 5 percent average for British merchant shipping as a whole. 41 
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Even more surprising than the low number of deserters are the many instances of slaves who ran away returning to the island. At least seven of the masters seeking Bermuda-born runaway slaves in American newspapers thought they would be making for the island by ship. When Negro Jack ran from Tybee Lighthouse in Georgia in 1758 (where he may have been employed as a pilot), his master thought he would "endeavor to get off to Bermuda." Tom, an old man who ran away from his Charleston master in 1784, was thought to be heading for Bermuda, "where he has children belonging to Mr. Robinson." 42 In other instances, Bermudian slaves captured by Spanish and French privateers escaped and returned home unbidden. In February 1767, a Spanish guarda coasta set upon two Bermuda sloops gathering salt at the Tortugas. Benjamin Stiles, master of the Porgy, reported that when the Spaniards fired on him and forced him to strike his colors, "five of his negro sailors, in order to prevent falling into the hands of the said Spaniards jumped overboard to swim to the shore, by means whereof one of the said negroes was drowned, as this deponent hath since been informed by the other negroes who have since returned to these islands" voluntarily several months later. 43 Clearly, white Bermudian slaveowners succeeded in their goal of maintaining a stable labor force in the merchant fleet by minimizing desertion, an achievement vital to the efficient operation of the island's entire economy.
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Bermuda's low maritime desertion rate can also be explained by the insidious pervasiveness of slavery and racist laws and institutions all over colonial America. Among the most widely traveled denizens of the Atlantic world, black Bermudian seamen saw the face of slavery in cities, towns, plantations, and settlements throughout North America and the Caribbean. The lives of urban slave artisans, watermen, and coastal fishermen would have more closely resembled their own, but conversations in waterfront taverns with free blacks would no doubt have revealed the difficulties and ambiguities of their position. Fraternizing with sailors from other vessels provided black seamen with a context to gauge their shipboard treatment. A trip beyond the docks to the cane fields of Jamaica or the rice belt of South Carolina would have revealed to black Bermudians an altogether harsher base of comparison for their servitude. 44 Although legal rights and restrictions, economic liberties, physical mobility, and work regimes varied from place to place, African and African-American slaves throughout the Americas were trapped in an exploitative system in which they were ubiquitously considered racially inferior, captive workers. Slave sailors could escape their Bermudian masters, but where might they run in a world where much was stacked against them? They could perhaps try to pass as free in the larger Atlantic world of black sailors, but they would have to be ever-vigilant against cheating captains, re-enslavement, and encountering white Bermudians who would recapture them in the ports they visited. If Bermuda had an indigenous free black population, individual freedmen might have provided examples for building a life in freedom elsewhere, but the colony's periodic purges kept models for emulation to a minimum. The stresses of deception in passing for free and beginning life anew in a foreign port would have been significant. The common ground shared by Bermuda-born highly acculturated slaves and the multitude of newly arrived African slaves of various ethnic origins who in the early eighteenth century composed a majority of the American and Caribbean slave population was small, while the degree to which they would compete with skilled, urban creole slaves and free blacks would have been great. Add to this the fierce pride Bermuda's black mariners took in their profession and their absolute contempt for agricultural work and one can readily appreciate the considerable ethnic and cultural differences obscured by similarities of skin color and the shared status of slave. 45 
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A number of enslaved seamen, in search of greater gain and independence and up to the challenges of life as runaways, did flee their masters, including a few Bermudians. Josiah Saunders fled his Bermudian owner in St. Eustatius in late 1757, returned to Bermuda for much of the following summer, and then proceeded on to South Carolina or Georgia, where he apparently found fellow Bermudian runaway Sue, a slave of White Outerbridge and perhaps his wife or lover. Bermuda-born Joe Anderson, a "stout sailor negro," was legendary in Kingston, Jamaica, for jumping ship at Port Royal in 1779 and successfully evading capture for the next fourteen years while working the interisland trade. But these individuals were exceptions to the general rule that few of Bermuda's slave sailors escaped. In Bermuda, they already possessed what many slaves in South Carolina and Virginia ran away to find: family members and friends from whom they had been separated. The stable family structure, geographic intimacy, and long history of Bermuda's slave community, exceptional in the British Atlantic, were compelling anchors mooring black Bermudians to their island home. 46 
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On many levels, Bermuda's slavery appears singular in the parameters of theinstitution in British America. The physical and conceptual worlds of Bermuda's black seamen were among the widest and most cosmopolitan known by any African or African-American slave. On their frequent forced visits to port cities and towns throughout mainland North America and the Caribbean, they collected information, conducted business, visited friends and family, and came to know slave communities throughout the Atlantic world. In Bermuda, owners allowed their slaves significant latitude in family formation, intra-island travel, recreation, trade, and property accumulation. American visitor Josiah Meigs went so far as to state that, compared with the institution elsewhere, "slavery here [in Bermuda] scarcely deserves the name." 47 When placed in the larger context of British American slavery, Bermudian slavery was unique only in its particular combination of facets of slave opportunity and autonomy. Viewed comparatively in an Atlantic spectrum of slave experiences, seemingly exceptional individual elements of the institution in Bermuda had widespread parallels in other colonies. As seafarers, Bermudians were among the thousands of blacks who plied the eighteenth-century trade routes of the Americas. Numerically, there were more blacks employed on the estimated 1,200 vessels of New England's 1760s merchant shipping fleet, in the intra-island trade of the Caribbean, and in the coastal, riverine, and intrabay fishing and transport boats of the Chesapeake and Lowcountry coast than could be found on Bermudian vessels. African and American-born slaves also numbered among the crews of many Royal navy vessels and slavers making the Middle Passage. Bermuda was exceptional in the high proportion of slaves in the crews of its fleet, but not in its use of slaves as sailors. 48 
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The living and working conditions of black Bermudian mariners fits squarely in a wider milieu of British American slave experiences. The autonomy and mobility of Bermudian slaves resembled that of urban black artisans in American seaports, who also hired themselves out, shared the wages they earned, and participated in local market exchanges. Bermudian slave sailors may have even envied the many urban slaves who rented their own lodgings and thus avoided the constant surveillance that came with living in a white household. West Indian and southern plantation slaves who were permitted garden plots and provision grounds likewise earned money selling surplus goods, which they spent on creature comforts and saved toward selfpurchase. Many white owners appreciated that functionally, small liberties of accumulation, trade, and mobility gave their praedial and skilled slaves "a stake in slavery" that discouraged escape, fostered some degree of "identification with the economic and moral concerns of the master," and ultimately benefited them by making their slaves more productive. Like provisions from garden plots, stock-and poultry-raising, and hiring out extra time, the private ventures of Bermudian seamen produced revenue in a wider market economy, but there were also significant differences. Whereas the former enterprises lengthened a slave's working day, since work for oneself came after the owner's work, venture profits required no additional labor since work for one's owner (operating the vessel) simultaneously benefited the slave. Black Bermudians profited from their access to multiple regional markets, whereas slaves elsewhere were confined to a single local outlet, but all concerned possessed money and the freedom to spend it. 49 
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The early, high degree of demographic and family stability of Bermuda's slavecommunity was a crucial formative element, but by the mid-eighteenth century, creole-born majorities were emerging in most British colonies, even among the West Indian sugar islands. Slaveowners in many areas countenanced slave marriages with an eye toward a procreative expansion of their labor force, but the specific aim of using family members as anchors or hostages for geographically mobile slaves was also duplicated outside Bermuda. Slaveowners in eighteenth-century Belize encouraged enslaved logwood cutters to marry and form families to keep them from fleeing to nearby Spanish territory during the months they spent working in isolated, inland logging camps under token white supervision. It is likely that further research will reveal enslaved boatmen and seamen on the North American coast were similarly locally rooted by family formation. 50 When the seventy black Bermudians of the Regulator declined the Massachusetts Admiralty Court's offer of freedom, they chose to return to the island of their birth, their families, and a profitable seafaring way of life to which they were accustomed, as well as to their white masters and slavery. They did not go home empty-handed, either. Sixty of them took passage on the American flag of truce ship Duxbury for New York. Off Cape Cod, they shouted "Huzzah for Bermuda!" and rose up with other prisoners on board to seize the vessel, putting their former experience as a trained and coordinated privateering crew to good and profitable use. On reaching Bermuda, the Duxbury was condemned as their prize. Nine other Regulators traveled overland through war-ravaged countryside to reach New York, where they obtained passage home. The sole remaining, unaccounted-for slave reportedly died in captivity awaiting exchange. Other Bermudian privateers were captured during the war and their slave crews condemned with the vessels, but they escaped from their new American masters and made their way back to Bermuda. 51 
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Contemporaries pointed to the Regulator case and other evidence to advance the benign nature of Bermudian slavery and the mild treatment of the island's slaves. In doing so, they failed to appreciate the harshness of maritime labor, the mortal dangers of the sea, and the omnipresent threat of violence from the enemy. There was nothing benign or mild in fighting to reef a tops'l in a stiff, icy gale off Sandy Hook or trying to reach a rocky key through pounding surf after a reef has ripped the bottom out of one's sloop. Perhaps with the exception of shipbuilding, the most vital work done by Bermudian slaves was performed off the island and was thus hidden from the eyes of historical observers. In Bermuda, slavery mutated with the shift from field to sea to fit the island's emerging economic niche in a larger Atlantic world. Bermuda's black sailors may have traveled more and received better incentives than enslaved workers elsewhere, but they were still bound to a brutal, immoral, and exploitative system that ultimately benefited their owners far more than themselves. 52 
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Bermuda's well-traveled white slaveowners and black seamen were intimately familiar with the wide spectrum of slave experiences throughout the Caribbean and coastal North America. Whether measured by access to markets and money, life expectancy, levels of literacy, occupational skill, mobility and autonomy, or family and community formation and stability, Bermuda's small slave population taken as a whole compares favorably with the hundreds of thousands of Africans and African Americans who lived, labored, and died in the colonies of British America. Although one must never forget that the majority of African and African-American slaves lived and worked in a rural, agricultural, plantation setting, the considerable latitude of conditions on slavery's margins reveals the persistent malleability of the institution. With so many tastes of freedom, perhaps Bermudian slavery was among the most frustrating and bittersweet experiences of all. 53 In adapting existing agricultural, racial, and labor relations to a new maritime working environment, Bermudians invented new systems of control to replace directly coercive or supervisory means formerly employed on land. Bermuda's extensive use of and growing dependence on seafaring slaves led to the creation of a looser strain of slavery that offered greater opportunities to the slaves themselves. White Bermudians were keenly aware of their heavy reliance on black workers to operate their merchant fleet. In such a fluid labor environment, local identity, kinship ties to home, and material incentives woven into the course of the voyage imposed a psychological discipline that kept the vast majority of sailor slaves from deserting ship. Black sailors, aware of their vital services, gained material advantages through wages and the commercial concessions allowed them, had more freedom to negotiate the conditions under which they worked, and benefited from the mobility inherent in shipboard work. In the Atlantic slave system, they occupied a privileged labor niche that imparted opportunities denied to most African and creole slaves. The decision of the Regulator crew to return to Bermuda emphasizes that material conditions and levels of autonomy for slaves varied widely in the Atlantic world, and that slaves appreciated these differences. That slaves given the opportunity of freedom might return to servitude underscores the values of a society that promoted residential and familial stability among its black inhabitants and the success of a system that bound master and slave together into a common enterprise.
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In the eighteenth century, Bermuda depended on the sea for its economic survival. Its merchant fleet helped to carry the trade of Britain's expanding empire and was rewarded with the food, timber, and cash needed to sustain the island's inhabitants, shipbuilding industry, and economy. The success of the carrying trade rested firmly on the shoulders of Bermuda's white and black mariners, who shared the labor-but unequally reaped the benefits-of their work.
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